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Abstract: This paper presents the indoor mobile robot that
moves automatically without needing environment informa-
tion beforehand while recognizing the frontal surrounding en-
vironment with only one general camera. Based on the frontal
image, the robot detects two boundary lines, some obstacle
regions, and a moving direction. When the obstacle is de-
tected, the avoidance or stop movement is worked accord-
ing to the size and the position of the obstacle, otherwise the
robot moves at the center of the corridor. We developed two
wheelchair based mobile robots, and carried out moving ex-
periments. It was possible to pass each other without colliding
by working the avoidance movement in face-to-face move-
ment in the coexistence environment.

1. Introduction

Recently, there has been a number of works concerned with
the indoor mobile robot [1], [2], [3], [4]. For instance, the
robot which traces a course line drawn on the floor, detects
some landmarks on the wall or floor, traces generated route
based on the map information. However, these robots need
the environmental information in advance. The robot using
omni-directional camera is developed and its can analysis the
moving environment in real-time. As this robot, though this
robot has an advantage that all surrounding environments can
be obtained, it has the placement problem of camera that is
necessary to mount on the top of robot to take all round view,
and it causes the limitation in appearance.

This research develops the indoor mobile robot that moves
automatically without needing environment information be-
forehand while recognizing the frontal surrounding environ-
ment with only one general camera. Based on the frontal im-
age, calculate the moving direction and detect the obstacle.
When the obstacle is detected, the avoidance or stop move-
ment is worked according to the size and the position of the
obstacle, otherwise the robot moves at the center of the corri-
dor, called center following movement.

2. Approach

The approach presented here is as follows roughly. The
frontal view information is obtained by using the color imag-
ing camera which was mounted in front of the robot, as shown
in figure 1. Then two boundary lines of the wall and corridor
are detected. As the space between two boundary lines, we
apply the appearance based obstacle detection method. When
obstacle is detected, the size and place of obstacle is calcu-
lated, and then, the robot works the avoidance or stop move-
ment according to the information of obstacle. Otherwise, it
moves toward the center of the corridor automatically.
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Figure 1. Overview of our mobile robot.

3. Moving direction detection

3.1 Boundary detection

To detect boundary line has the effect to the reduction of the
analyzing area of obstacle detection, and the calculation of
the moving direction such as the vanishing point. Figure 2
shows two frame images obtained by the camera. Generally,
there is a baseboard at the bottom of the wall, and this color
is darker than the wall and corridor. This characteristic is use-
ful for boundary detection. Then, this paper focused on this
baseboard.

3.1.1 Edge detection

Figure 3(a) shows the applied result of Sobel vertical edge
detector to figure 2(a). Since the height of the baseboard is
about 10cm, this result obtained two edges, one is the edge
between the wall and baseboard, the other is the edge between
the corridor and baseboard. As for a general corridor, because
wax is painted, reflectivity is higher than walls. Then the im-
age, such as the baseboard, the door, and the light source,
reflects in corridor region, and the edge between the corridor
and baseboard is unclear. Oppositely, the edge between the
wall and baseboard is clear. Hence, we detect the edge be-
tween the wall and baseboard as the boundary.

First of all, the binary edge pixel (called the temporary
edge pixel) is detected by using Sobel vertical edge detector.
Only when the density value of the temporary edge pixel is
lower than that of the upside pixel, it is assumed the desired
edge pixel. This is based on the fact whose density value of
the wall is higher than the baseboard. Figure 3(b) shows the
applied result of our method to figure 2(a). Only the desired
edge in the upper part of the baseboard has been detected. In
addition, the detected edge pixel can be few, and then, the
speed-up of processing time for Hough transform which de-
scribes in the next paragraph is brought.
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Figure 2. Original images.

(a) Applied result of Sobel vertical

edge detector.
(b) Detected result of the edge

between the wall and baseboard.

Figure 3. Binary edge images.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Detected boundary lines.

3.1.2 Boundary line detection

To detect two boundary lines and a point where a left-right
boundary line crosses is detected as a vanishing point, we
apply not a normal Hough transform but a piece wise linear
Hough transform to reduce the processing time. This method
was proposed by Koshimizu and Numada, and this method
achieves the high speed processing by representing the Hough
curve as piece wise linear approximation in Hough plane [5].

However, the actual boundary lines are sometimes hidden
by the obstacle. In this case, the edge pixels of boundary
lines reduced, and it causes to obtain wrong lines. To solve
this problem, we use previous lines information. Here, θf and
ρf denote the obtained parameters using Hough transform at
frame f . When either |θf − θf−1| > 3 deg. or |ρf − ρf−1| >
10 pixel is satisfied, we assume obtained boundary is wrong,
and we set θf = θf−1 and ρf = ρf−1. Figure 4 shows the
detected boundary lines overlaid on the original image.

3.2 Obstacle detection

As the space between two boundary lines, namely, the
detected corridor region, we apply the obstacle detection
method.

3.2.1 Appearance based obstacle detection method

To detect obstacle, Ulrich et al. proposed the appearance
based method which is used the color histogram [6]. This
method sets a reference area at the bottom of image, and as-
sumes that the color of obstacle differs from this area. Then,

any pixel that differs in appearance from this area is classified
as obstacle region. This method is based on three assump-
tions, 1) obstacles differ in appearance from the corridor, 2)
the corridor is relatively flat, and 3) there are no overhanging
obstacles.

We first apply Ulrich’s method to detect obstacle. Here,
we set a trapezoidal area the bottom of image as shown in the
left image of figure 5. For each image, we convert RGB (red,
green, and blue) color space into HLS (hue, lightness, and
saturation) color space. Then, we generate a histogram of L.
All pixels in the target region are compared to this histogram.
A pixel is classified as obstacle region if histogram bin value
at the pixel’s L is below the threshold Th. The applied results
of this method are shown in the second row of figure 5. As
these results, we obtained wrong obstacle regions. The light
source reflects on the corridor, and a lot of high luminance
pixels detected, and these have been mis-detected as obstacle
region.

3.2.2 Proposed obstacle detection

Our system goes straight at the center of the corridor when the
obstacle does not detected, and when the obstacle is detected,
applies the avoidance movement.

To remove the reflected pixel of the light source, first of
all, the high luminance pixel is removed. In particular, when
the L value is grater than 0.7, that pixel belongs to the corridor
region even if not included in the reference area. The result
is shown in the third row of figure 5. By observing figure
5(a)(b), it can be confirmed that the lighting region has been
removed compared with the Ulrich’s method of the second
row.

The pixel of the intermediate value as shown in figure 5(b),
remains as obstacle region only by removing high luminance.
Furthermore, the region that has darkened gradually has been
mis-detected as obstacle region as shown in figure 5(c)(d) in
case of no high luminance. To solve these problems, we use
two characteristics, one is that the edge appears in the bound-
ary of the obstacle and corridor, the other is the false detection
is occurred easily to the dark color obstacle, which is not re-
moved with edge information. As for the first characteristic,
because there is roundness in a part of the edge, the object
whose surface is almost flat, such as shoes and box, put on
the corridor is detected as edge. On the other hand, as long
as the corridor is not all-reflective material such as mirror, the
reflected edge is blurred. Then, we use edge information by
Sobel edge detector. As for the second characteristic, we pay
attention not the edge but the color of object, and even if the
edge is not detected, that pixel belongs to the obstacle.

The process flow of proposed method is as follows. At
first, Ulrich’s method is applied to detect temporary obstacle.
Next, when the pixel detected as the temporary obstacle is not
an edge or a dark pixel, it classifies into the corridor region.
This classification process is scanned from the lower side of
the image in the temporary obstacle to the upper part. The
target line changes to the next line without scanning when
the obstacle is detected. The processing time is shortened
though it is a little because all temporary obstacle pixels are
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(a) no obstacle

(b) no obstacle, the distance corridor is reflected the sunlight.

(c) obstacle in the distance

(d) obstacle nearby.

Figure 5. Obstacle detection and moving direction detection.

not scanned. The applied result of proposed method is shown
in the fourth row of figure 5. It can be confirmed that the
obstacle is detected accurately compared with the result of
the second and the third rows of figure 5.

3.3 Moving direction detection

Our system goes straight at the center of the corridor when the
obstacle does not detected, and when the obstacle is detected,
applies the avoidance movement.

3.3.1 Center following movement

When the vanishing point obtained as an intersection of two
boundary lines is assumed to be a moving direction, a location
about 15m or more away from the mobile robot should be
assumed to be the destination. In this case, when the mobile
robot is located at wall side, it does not immediately return to
the central position. It returns gradually spending long time
in the position of the center. Then, a central position of the
corridor of 1m forward is assumed to be the destination.

The right of figure 5(a)-(c) shows the detected moving di-
rection of the center following movement. The blue line is
the center line of the corridor, the red point in the terminal of
yellow line is the target position. In figure 5(c), though the
obstacle is detected forward, the center following movement
is worked because it is in the distance.

3.3.2 Collision avoidance movement

In our system, when the large obstacle is detected, the stop or
avoidance movement is worked. Which movement is worked
is decided according to the position and size of the obstacle.
If open spaces that are wider than the size of the robot are in
either of the obstacle right or left, it is presumed that the robot
can avoid this obstacle, and applied the avoidance movement.
As this movement, the central location in open space is set to
the destination. The robot stops when there is no space that
the robot can pass.

Figure 5(d) shows the detected moving direction of the
avoidance movement. The horizontal light blue line is the
bottom side of the obstacle, and the avoidance direction θ is
calculated using this line. The red point in the terminal of
yellow line is the destination.

4. Experiment

We developed a mobile robot based on commercial powered
wheelchair, and a camera is equipped in front of the robot.
The main computer of our robot is a laptop computer. Im-
ages were acquired with a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels.
The robot was moving with a constant forward velocity of 1.0
km/h. Though the reference area for the obstacle detection
can be set up freely, a point of 1m ahead is set the top of
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(a) person (side) (b) chair (c) book

Figure 6. Obstacles for stopping experiment.
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Figure 7. Avoidance movement.

the reference area considered the moving speed of the mobile
robot. Moreover, we set the observation area from 1m to 2m
to check obstacle exists or not.

4.1 Stop and avoidance movement

The obstacle, such as a person, a trash can, and a chair, as
shown in figure 6, was put forward of the mobile robot, and
the stop movement was worked. This experiment was done in
the corridor at our lab. The width of the corridor was approx-
imately 2.0 m. Then, we measured the distance between the
obstacle and the mobile robot when the robot stops. As the re-
sult, it was confirmed to stop within the range from 1m to 2m
in distance from the robot to the obstacle though it differed
depending on the size of the obstacle.

Moreover, the obstacle avoidance movement was success-
fully worked as shown in figure 7, when enough space ex-
isted. The blue line is the target route, and the red line is the
result route. Here, the start point is (0, 0), and the goal point
is (1000, 0). We put a potted plant which diameter is 0.45m
at (500, 0). Oppositely, when enough space did not exist, the
robot stopped within the range from 1m to 2m in distance
successfully.

4.2 Face-to-face movement

Two mobile robots R1 and R2 were made to coexist in the
same environment, and the face to face moving experiment
was carried out. The width of the corridor was approximately
3.4 m. Here, the center following, stop and avoidance move-
ment were implemented on R1. On the other hand, the avoid-
ance movement was not implemented on R2, and other two
movements, the center following and stop movement were
implemented on R2. As the result, R2 worked the stop move-
ment when R1 was detected as an obstacle, and R2 moved
again at a central position of the corridor if R1 was not de-
tected as an obstacle. Similarly, R1 worked the stop move-
ment when R2 was detected as an obstacle. To avoid R2, R1
calculated the avoidance direction and distance. And then,
R1 worked the avoidance movement. Moreover, R1 moved
again at a central position of the corridor after having avoid-
ance movement finished. The moving experiment was carried

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 8. Face to face moving experiment.

out as shown in figure 8.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposed the appearance based obstacle detection
method, and developed the mobile robot that moves automati-
cally without needing environmental information beforehand
while recognizing the frontal surrounding environment with
only one general camera. We carried out the stop experiment
for various obstacles, and found the robot can be stop with
the range from 1m to 2m though there was a difference in the
distance that actually stopped according to the size of the ob-
stacle. Furthermore, we developed two mobile robots and co-
exists these robots in same environment. As the result, these
robots were able to pass each other without collision.
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